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To:
Subject: Disinformation Digest: Friday, October 1


Friday, October 1

See below some of the prominent slogans, dog whistles or hashtags used
by the anti-vaccine community across multiple platforms in recent days:
#ReclaimTheLine
#NoVaccineMandates
#NoMandates
#GatesOfHell
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THE IRISH OUTLOOK

PRIORITY
Claims that the HSE is “censoring” stories have been shared by John McGuirk
and his publication, Gript.ie. Their claims are centred on a story that was
reported to Facebook and Twitter called: “NPHET Tells High Court: The
Vaccines Might Not Work, You Know”. This Gript.ie story in turn appears to be
based upon a single ambiguous line in an Irish Times story that does not make
the same claim. The Irish Times reported that Darina Flanagan of NPHET “said
that the last thing she wanted was that in the summer there would be huge
outbreaks of the South African variant here, against which vaccines would not
work.” McGuirk admitted that he doesn't know if the HSE reports had any
effect.

Other fringe figures have also complained that their social media posts had
been reported by the HSE (see the September 22 newsletter for similar
complaints).
TRENDS
Gript.ie has also given uncritical coverage to the meeting between the antivaccine group INFTO and TDs with the Rural Independents Group (see the
September 29 newsletter).
Their story, titled: “TDs Pledge Support To Healthcare Staff ‘Segregated
Because Of Vaccine Status’”, quotes an INFTO spokesperson, who said: “It’s
well documented and accepted by the HSE, within the medical and scientific
community that between 90 and 99 per cent of suspected adverse reactions
are never reported”. (Fact checks on similar claims made about the UK and US
have found that such figures are only true when referring to reactions like “sore
arm” or “tiredness” not being reported.)
Claims that patients were being mistreated during the pandemic were also
aired, according to Gript.ie. The meeting has been celebrated in fringe groups.
A story about a “mystery rise” in heart attacks in Scotland has been picked up
by Irish fringe groups who suggest that they have been caused by vaccines.
Marcus De Brun initially wrote: “Mmm now let me see, what might be going on
here? What's different this year? Something that most people have taken,
something that has some recognized cardiac associated side effects? What
might it be??”, however in a response to his own tweet, he seemed to weaken
any implication about vaccines by saying: “Anything to do with the fact that
people could not have their Bloods done, a Drs visit etc during the
lockdowns??”
MONITORING
A new Iconoclast video featuring TD Mattie McGrath is expected to be
published tonight. Previous videos in this series claimed that the government

was conspiring to lie about COVID-19 and spread debunked claims about the
pandemic.
The We The Sovereign People group are planning to hold another protest this
Sunday. On a video promoting the event, Denis Delaney, the group’s admin,
said he wanted to “wake the men of the country up” especially those like him
who came from a “super special magic unbelievable DNA ancestral chain, from
a precious ancestral land” in order “to take the system down”.
THE GLOBAL OUTLOOK
As has been widely reported, influential podcaster Joe Rogan suggested that
Biden faked getting the booster shot live on TV because he might have died.
The term “Pfizermectin” has been used on social media after conspiratorial blog
Zero Hedge posted about the company experimenting with a COVID pill that it
claimed was similar to ivermectin. PolitiFact debunked the claim that the
mooted drug is similar to ivermectin. In breaking news today, Merck has
announced the creation of a pill which preliminary studies show may be
effective at treating COVID.
In other breaking news today, US Supreme Court Justice Brett Kavanaugh
tested positive for COVID, having already been vaccinated. It’s too early to
gauge reaction, but this may be used as an example of how vaccines aren’t
effective.
We’ve mentioned the “Rome Declaration” before, a message to alert people
about the “deadly consequences” of COVID policies. The group claims it has
almost 8,000 signatures from doctors and scientists now. This was being
shared in a QAnon forum this morning.
Videos of NBA players discussing COVID shots continue to be circulated within
anti-vaccine groups. Draymond Green is one of the latest examples.

In a QAnon forum this morning, a popular post tells the story of someone who
gained a religious exemption from the COVID shot to avoid getting fired.
Groups like these have been brainstorming and sharing ways to evade
mandatory vaccines.
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Monday, October 4

See below some of the prominent slogans, dog whistles or hashtags used
by the anti-vaccine community across multiple platforms in recent days:
#DeadlyVaccines
#LearnTheRisk
#COVIDTyranny
#ForcedVaccinations
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THE IRISH OUTLOOK

PROTEST
The We The Sovereign People group held a protest outside the home of Tony
Holohan on Sunday (1, 2, 3). Gardaí reportedly said it ended “without incident”.
As per the group’s previous protests, anti-lockdown commentators were divided
as to whether to support them or not.
Radio DJ Niall Boylan, who has long criticised COVID restrictions, wrote of the
protests: “There is no circumstances whereby this is acceptable”. However,
comments on the News For All Ireland social media page were broadly
supportive of the demonstrations, with some saying they didn’t go far enough
(see the comments on these posts: 1, 2, 3). An account which monitors far-right

groups in Ireland has said that one of those attending the protests has publicly
called for political leaders to be hanged.
After the demonstration, the We The Sovereign People group quickly
announced their plans to hold another demonstration the following Sunday, and
in the weeks thereafter (1, 2).
MEDIA COVERAGE
Over the weekend, the Sunday Times and the Sunday Independent ran stories
about anti-vaccine campaigner Dolores Cahill, tying her to the death of Joe
McCarron, who was encouraged by fringe activists to leave the hospital where
he was being treated for COVID.
The same day, it was announced that Cahill has been bestowed the Council of
Nations United for Life and Truth (CONUVIVE) Humanitarian Award.
(CONUVIVE is an anti-vaccine group).
Meanwhile, Antonio Mureddu, one of the activists who escorted McCarron from
the hospital, is due to appear in court today, according to the Sunday World,
who McCarron accused of committing a crime when they asked him for
comment.
TRENDS
A new Iconoclast roundtable discussion video featuring TD Mattie McGrath was
released by The Irish Inquiry on their website. The video was not released on
their social media channels — The Irish Inquiry has complained that they have
been censored on them in the past — so view numbers are not readily
available, but clips online have garnered either low or moderate views (e.g. this
promo has more than 7,600 views).
Influential spreader of misinformation Ivor Cummins has spread the story about
a “mystery rise” in heart attacks in Scotland that Irish fringe groups say have
been caused by vaccines (see the October 1 newsletter).
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Tuesday, October 5

See below some of the prominent slogans, dog whistles or hashtags used
by the anti-vaccine community across multiple platforms in recent days:
#ExposePfizer
#LockdownDeaths
#NoMedicalApartheid
#NoVaccinePassportsAnywhere
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THE IRISH OUTLOOK
BOOSTERS
Opposition to the rollout of boosters has been expressed online, with multiple
different objections given. Ewan McKenna doubts that boosters are as effective
as claimed, complains that further rounds of boosters will be administered in
the future, and says that the booster shots should instead be given to poorer
countries. This last suggestion has also been expressed by many mainstream
commentators, including Dr Mike Ryan of the World Health Organisation.
Wellness author Ivor Cummins wrote: “The ultra-nonsense of a third V being
needed within a few months - absurd… - and they pretend it's for transmission,
when it has bugger-all effect on that”. (The claim that vaccines have no effect
on transmission is assumed in anti-vaccine groups, despite evidence indicating
the opposite.)
TRENDS
The anti-vaccine group Health Freedom Ireland has said that they were
recently “locked out” from their Twitter account for a tweet saying that
Ivermectin saves lives. They celebrated their return to Twitter by immediately
posting a screenshot of the tweet that supposedly had gotten them banned in
the first place, while condemning Irish authorities for not prescribing the antiviral

drug.
Michael McConville, a Cavan GP, now appears as a “key supporter” on the
website of the British Ivermectin Recommendation Development Group (BIRD).
McConville’s association with fringe stances concerning COVID-19 has
previously featured in this newsletter (January 5, January 18, and September
3).
Barrister Tracey O’Mahony has released a video claiming that it is illegal for
any businesses other than indoor dining to ask someone for their vaccination
status (1, 2). On her website, she lists a number of reports of places
supposedly breaking this law, including hospitals who ask visitors or potential
organ recipients whether they have been vaccinated. Draft letters to businesses
asking for vaccination statuses are also available on her site.
Marcus DeBrun has appeared on a (what appears to be fringe) Japanese TV
channel, where he was interviewed about his views on COVID and claimed that
Irish doctors were being censored. DeBrun also has recently claimed to have
personally witnessed “Atrial Fibrillation within 2 weeks of vaccination” but says
he was ignored when he tried to inform the hospital.
MONITORING
Fringe commentators have claimed that hospitals are under pressure ahead of
winter, including long delays in University Hospital Limerick’s A&E department.
An apparent screenshot from Cork University Hospital asking for people to take
shifts has also been shared online, with a line highlighted which says the
hospital is in “dire straits”.
THE GLOBAL OUTLOOK
The biggest story being circulated within fringe groups is the new episode
released by Project Veritas as part of their series CovidVaxExposed (see here,
here, here, here, here, here, here and here.) The episode claimed to feature a

Pfizer scientist suggesting that COVID antibodies were better than the Pfizer
vaccine. The video on YouTube has been viewed over 700,000 times.
Sky News Australia host Sharri Markson claimed in a new report that China
increased PCR procurement contracts in Wuhan before the COVID breakout.
Steve Bannon interviewed Markson and described the report as a “bombshell.”
In our special digest yesterday, we reported on a viral video from Kuwait
showing an anti-vaccine activist speaking in English and spreading COVID
misinformation. The same video now has been circulating by international antivaccine activists.
The Expose claimed in a new article that death tolls among teenage boys have
increased by 63% in the UK since they started getting COVID vaccines.
Conspiracy theorists have been reacting to new reports indicating that the
National Institutes of Health Director Francis Collins is stepping down from his
role. QAnon activists described him as “disgraced” and claimed that his
resignation was amid a “Wuhan gain-of-function funding scandal.” The story
has been shared by QAnon influencer, QAnon John.
Anti-vaccine activists have been supporting protesters rallying against vaccine
passes and mandates in several cities including in New York, Amsterdam and
Trieste.
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Wednesday, October 6

See below some of the prominent slogans, dog whistles or hashtags used
by the anti-vaccine community across multiple platforms in recent days:
#CovidFraud
#ChoiceNotUnemployment
#NoCoercion
#NoGreatReset
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THE IRISH OUTLOOK
PRIORITY
Marcus De Brun has written that he “attended the inaugural meeting of Irish
GPs presently prescribing Ivermectin to patients suffering from Covid” last
night. He also said that there were “many decent GPs who are not afraid of
NPHET & the IMC Drs who put their patients first” and that there will soon be a
website with information on how to find such doctors.
TRENDS
Social media has been abuzz with news that Republic of Ireland soccer player
Callum Robinson has refused to be vaccinated for COVID-19, despite
reportedly being infected with the disease twice. While most online reactions
have expressed disappointment (or attempts at humor), some anti-vaccine and
contrarian commentators have rushed to support Robinson (1, 2, 3). Ewan

McKenna described mainstream responses as “bullying” and “a modern-day
witch-hunt”.
A Twitter account, supposedly of Dr Billy Ralph in Gorey, Co Wexford, has
claimed that he is “Seeing more and more concerned HSE frontline staff in my
surgery concerned about the numbers of relatively young adults being admitted
with clotting issues”. He also claimed that anti-clotting medication was being
used at five times the normal rate. (Ralph has featured in the June 24
newsletter for a blog post saying that COVID-19 vaccines have not been
properly tested and that other treatments had been suppressed.)
A claim that there has been a spike in strokes and blood clotting incidents in
A&E departments was also aired on the Joe Duffy show on RTÉ Radio 1.
An anonymous Twitter account has claimed that eight residents of a nursing
home had died in less than 17 days. No other details were given. In response,
another account claimed that a nursing home in Meath “had at least 40
positives a few weeks ago and 6 deaths the last i heard”, adding: “It was all
kept quiet in the local area. I only found out from someone who works there.”
Both accounts have regularly shared anti-vaccine content before posting these
messages.
MONITORING
A bar in Limerick has drawn the ire of fringe activists after saying that they
won’t be allowing “anti vax” people admission even after October 23, when
restrictions are due to be lifted.
Anti-restriction barrister Tracey O’Mahony tweeted in response that the bar will
have no lawful basis to ask a customer for their vaccination status. “We shall be
making a complaint to the data commissioner on 23 Oct should your policy not
he [sic] rescinded on this date,” she wrote. “I look forward to the fine she
imposes.” Her supporters are in two minds: as to whether to boycott the bar, or
to go there in the hopes that they can sue if asked for vaccine certs.

THE GLOBAL OUTLOOK
The latest Project Veritas video (#ExposePfizer) is still getting traction, with
millions of views (see here and here). Senator Rand Paul’s tweet about the new
episode has received thousands of interactions.
Nathan Thompson, an anti-vaccine influencer, claimed in a viral video on
YouTube that COVID vaccines destroyed the immune system. His video was
viewed hundreds of thousands of times and shared on fringe groups (see here
and here).
NBA player Jonathan Isaac explained in a Fox News interview his reason for
not taking the vaccine. The video has been viewed over 200,000 times and was
supported by Rand Paul.
Anti-vaccine activists and conspiracy theorists have been circulating photos of
blood samples with different colors to claim that the blood of a vaccinated
person is darker and thicker than the unvaccinated.
In the UK, anti-vaccine activists have been tirelessly promoting the narrative
that the death toll is higher among vaccinated people. The far-right activist
Tommy Robinson and other anti-vaccine activists posted unverified claims
about COVID death tolls.
In a new video, Alex Jones promoted the claim that pharmaceutical companies
worked with the UN to develop and release COVID ahead of the “Great Reset.”
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Subject: Disinformation Digest: Thursday, October 7



Thursday, October 7

See below some of the prominent slogans, dog whistles or hashtags used
by the anti-vaccine community across multiple platforms in recent days:

#PfizerLeaks
#NoVaccinePassports
#ExposePfizer
#6uild6ack6etter
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THE IRISH OUTLOOK
PRIORITY
The news that the Dáil has approved an extension of the vaccine passport
legislation until January 9th has galvanised the anti-lockdown, anti-vaccine
community (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) with some expressing disbelief that restrictions will
be lifted on October 22nd and instead could be extended indefinitely (1, 2, 3, 4,
5, 6) or that new lockdowns are possible. This thread warning of further
restrictions for the unvaccinated is getting some interest, giving rise to
suggestions that a database of non-compliant businesses is needed. However
some TDs made their opposition to the extension clear.
A photo posted on Instagram by Tánaiste Leo Varadkar has sparked anger
among anti-mask activists and fringe media who pointed to the fact that the
pupils were all masked but the ministers and school staff were not (1, 2, 3, 4, 5)
while others continue to campaign for mask mandates to be scrapped.
TRENDS
The debate over the vaccination status of footballer Callum Robinson continues
to rage across the public arena and among anti-vaccine figures and fringe
groups who staunchly defend his stance (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9), with Ewan
McKenna decrying the media coverage as “disgusting” and “anti-science and
anti-law.” A supportive video posted on Twitter by Gary Dempsey has garnered

3,300 views so far.
Joe Duffy tangled with anti-vaccine callers into Liveline yesterday, much to the
disapprobation of activists, with one post stating the broadcaster has “gone full
Nazi”. Others speculated it was in reaction to an exchange regarding a rise in
cases of strokes and blood clots aired on the previous day’s show which was
flagged in yesterday’s digest (1, 2, 3, 4, 5).
A tweet from ICGP President Tom O’Dowd criticising unvaccinated people for
putting health workers at risk has drawn the ire of the anti-vaccine cohort (1, 2,
3) including Marcus de Brun who also hit out at former Irish Medical Council
president Rita Doyle for supporting O’Dowd.
MONITORING
A Project Veritas video of a so-called ‘whistleblower’ alleging attempts by Pfizer
to suppress information relating to the use of foetal cell lines in the
development of its COVID vaccine is being circulated widely across Irish social
media (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6).
A request from UHL’s chief clinical director Professor Brian Lenehan that
unvaccinated people stay away from visiting patients is attracting some
attention. However, he also said in the interview that the hospital wouldn’t
prevent a non-vaccinated person from attending.
An article posted by Northern Ireland group Citizen Journalists alleges that an
ICU doctor in the Mater Hospital Belfast lied when she said that it was full of
unvaccinated younger patients on ventilators in July.
Activist Dee Wall posted a video of Derry GP Dr Anne McCloskey - recently
handed an 18-month suspension over COVID misinformation - protesting
outside the office of SDLP leader Colum Eastwood.

THE GLOBAL OUTLOOK
Another new video from Project Veritas is leading conversations among antivaccine activists today. In this one, a Pfizer employee reveals alleged emails
between senior executives discussing communications strategies about COVID
vaccines and the use of aborted fetal cells in testing.
In recent days, COVID conspiracy theorists have shared an Alex Jones
interpretation of a 2019 video of Anthony Fauci and Health and Human
Services (HHS) officials supposedly plotting to release a flu into the population
to allow for mass vaccination. Lead Stories debunked this, explaining that they
were simply discussing a universal flu shot.
Anti-vaccine activists have been sharing news from Sweden and Denmark as
both countries announced pauses for the Moderna rollout to younger age
groups, citing myocarditis. Children’s Health Defense published an article about
it.
The AP debunked claims recently shared on conspiratorial site The Expose that
vaccines are killing a big number of teenagers in the UK.
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Friday, October 8

See below some of the prominent slogans, dog whistles or hashtags used
by the anti-vaccine community across multiple platforms in recent days:
#UnitedNonCompliance
#PfizerLeaks

#FuckPharma
#GatesOfHell
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THE IRISH OUTLOOK

PRIORITY
An international Twitter conversation about “compiling” a list of “covid criminals”
has seen Irish commentators make some suggestions of their own. A tweet
suggesting Stephen Donnelly should be “No 1” on the list, posted by a woman
associated with the Irish Inquiry, was particularly popular. Simon Harris, Tony
Holohan, Leo Varadkar, and Micheál Martin were also suggested.
TRENDS
TD Michael McNamara spoke to Gript.ie about their story on the HSE reporting
social media posts, who quoted him as saying that the HSE “would be better off
transparently providing the data” rather than “wasting money on its new-found
role as a ministry of truth.”
Fringe activists have been going to businesses, including cinemas, and saying
that it is illegal for them to ask for COVID certs and serving them with “legal
papers”, according to videos posted online. Barrister Tracey O’Mahony
released a video making similar claims and providing draft letters earlier this
week (see the October 5 newsletter).
The News For All Ireland social media accounts have been asking their readers
to tell them about any adverse effects (1, 2) they know about in people who had
received COVID vaccines. One of these reports was then posted on their
platforms, keeping the submitter anonymous (1, 2). Responders to these posts
have made various other (often unverified or even unverifiable) claims, such as

that people they know have experienced “brain fog” or “fatigue” following
vaccines. Others made specific claims, like that they know of people who lost
fingers or died due to the vaccine (though doctors said they actually died of
COVID).
Conspiracy-minded commentators regularly make claims that vaccines are
associated with adverse events, even when this is unsupported by their own
accounts. For example, one Twitter user said he and his sister both came
across men in their 30s who were “suffering heart failure post jab”. He also
wrote that he had been “chatting to someone yesterday who is friends with a
couple” who were not sick for 18 months, but then contracted COVID after
receiving the vaccine. “Something isn’t adding up” he concluded.
MONITORING
Fringe commentators have reacted to an Irish Independent article called, “Jab
sceptics range from inter-county amateurs to NBA stars”. The story is prompted
in part by the news that soccer player Callum Robinson refused a vaccine (see
the October 6 and 7 newsletters), which is still the subject of spirited debates
online.
THE GLOBAL OUTLOOK
The AP debunked claims linked to the videos posted this week by Project
Veritas. After one such video, some social media users claimed the Pfizer
COVID vaccine contains aborted fetal cells. This is not true. The company did
test the efficacy of the vaccine in the early stages using a fetal cell line.
Del Bigtree announced that his group ICAN is going to sue Gavin Newsom
because of children getting vaccinated in California.
Children’s Health Defense claimed that immunity derived via the Pfizer vaccine
wanes after just two months, although they admitted that recent studies showed
that "protection against severe disease, hospitalization and death remains

strong".
The AP debunked claims that Adam Ali, a 17-year-old who died in the UK in
September, died because of a COVID vaccine. He hadn’t been vaccinated. The
cause of death is unknown.
A QAnon influencer promoted a jobs website called Red Balloon. It lists jobs
that don’t require vaccine mandates.
The Hodgetwins have a very popular post on Facebook which includes claims
that the vaccinated are dying in Australia. One of the twins says, "I'm not saying
the vaccine don’t work... I'm saying it's not very effective." One of them follows
up to say taking the vaccine is like “rolling the dice”.
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